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Egypt  
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*This survey is executed for the fiscal year of 2019-2020 data and 
analysis are obtained through local e-commerce users and businesses.



Introduction,  

In Egypt, during the last half decade, shopping habits have changed 
quickly leading to a high percentage of consumers now shopping online. 
E-commerce for physical goods generates a significant demand for 
dedicated delivery services, in this paper brandbox is an e-commerce 360 
solution provider reviewing the top 5 couriers in Egypt covered from two 
aspects; consumer treatment and merchandiser involvement.


In this review bandbox is analyzing the 5 companies based on 10 factors 
from shipping time till technology used.


Disclaimer: this review is based on personal local business owners and fulfillment managers, data shown might differ from point of view to another also Brandbox CAI is not a research agency and data shown is only for an advising purposes.


 Brandbox CAI reviews and present this data according to business code of ethics and on non biased opinions. 



Delivery time,
The shipping time differs from one province to the other,


each company has an average schedule for the arrival of 

each shipment for each governorate with the need of SLA 

(Service level agreement ) 
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Delivery time 

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Delivery time ranking /10

Slowest companies:
SMSA and Fetchr 

Fastest company: Mylerz



Accurate/fake updates,
Giving wrong updates to the client that might lead 

to misunderstandings.


         Level Agreement). 
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Accurate updates 

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Accurate updates ranking /10

Worst company: Bosta and Aramex  

Best company: Fetchr 



Agents treatment,
The delegate treatment approaching the client 

when delivering a product. 


         Level Agreement). 
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Agents treatment 

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Agents treatment ranking /10

Worst company: Aramex

Best companies: Mylerz & SMSA 



Communication,
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The communication tools, skills & attitude 

needed when client faces problem or inquires.


The tools are as follows; Chat, Email and phone 

number.



Communication 

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Communication ranking /10

Worst company: Bosta 

Best & fastest company: Mylerz



Compensation policy, 
The company’s procrastination and compensation 
of the client for their rights when the order is 
destroyed.


*Some companies can make completely 
unreasonable requests.
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Compensation policy 

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Compensation policy ranking /10

Worst company: Bosta  

Best company to compensate: Mylerz



Return time 
Opposite of the delivery time, 

The time taken for a rejected shipment in order to 

be returned.


         Level Agreement). 
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Return time 

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Return time ranking /10

Worst companies:
Bosta & Aramex 

Best company: SMSA



Shipment status, 
The shipment or the product’s appearance when 

delivered to the customer.
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Shipment status 

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Shipment status ranking /10

Worst company: Bosta 

Best company: Fetchr 



Technology, 
The main aim is managing the process  

Technology either eases or hardens the operation 

part.
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Technology

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Technology ranking /10

Worst company: Aramex 

Best company: Mylerz 

Easiest dashboard: Bosta



The delivering of the products to which provinces 

for example, Giza or Cairo along with quality. 

*tip: preferred to work with more than one 

company 

Geographical coverage & performance ,
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Geographical coverage & performance 

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Geographical coverage & performance ranking /10

Lowest ranking company: Mylerz

Highest ranking company: Aramex & 
Bosta



*The difference amongst all companies are 
simple.

Service rates,
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Service rates

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Service rates ranking /10

Highest prices: SMSA

Lowest prices: Bosta 



Mylerz consists of the highest rate of all companies as 

it's the best company in agents treatment, 

communication, compensation policy, and technology 

and fastest in delivery time, on the other hand, Aramex 

came in the lowest rating of all companies as it 

consists of being the worst in technology, return time, 

agents treatment and in fake updates, and it’s only one 

of the best companies in Geographical coverage and 

performance.

Conclusion,



Overall rate

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Overall rate ranking /10

Lowest ranking company: Aramex

Highest ranking company: Mylerz 



Disclaimer: this review is based on personal local business owners and fulfillment managers, data shown might differ from point of view to another also Brandbox CAI is not a research agency and data shown is only for an advising purposes.


 Brandbox CAI reviews and present this data according to business code of ethics and on non biased opinions. 

Let’s get in touch,
 
Cairo Festival City, Building L0-22 Kidzania building
Cairo, Egypt. 
+201025710717
 info@brandboxcai.com
 brandboxcai.com 

mailto:info@brandboxcai.com

